A detailed study on the resulting impurity profile in Si samples implanted with high doses of Ti and subsequently annealed by pulsed-laser melting (PLM) is reported. Two different effects are shown to rule the impurity profile redistribution during the annealing. During the melting stage, the thickness of the implanted layer increases while the maximum peak concentration decreases (box-shaped effect). On the contrary, during the solidifying stage, the thickness of the layer decreases and the maximum peak concentration increases (snow-plow effect). Both effects are more pronounced as the energy density of the annealing increases. Moreover, as a direct consequence of the snow-plow effect, part of the impurities is expelled from the sample through the surface.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the context of the Third Generation of Solar Cells, 1 the intermediate band (IB) solar cell is one of the most promising concepts to achieve high-efficiency photovoltaic devices at low cost. 2 The basis of this technology is the formation of a semi-filled band inside the traditional forbidden bandgap. This band allows the absorption of low energy photons, which could result in higher efficiency. Many theoretical and experimental attempts have been developed in order to obtain and study IB materials and IB solar cells. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] Recently, the approach of introducing deep level impurities, i.e. chalcogenide elements (such as Te, Se or S) or transition metals (such as Ti), in the Si lattice to form an IB material has been intensely analyzed. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] The aim is to surpass the IB formation limit, i.e., the Mott limit, in order to suppress the Shockley-Read-Hall recombination induced by the presence of deep levels at low concentration, 19 preventing the degradation of the lifetime of carriers. It has been theoretically deduced that this limit could be close to 5.9x10 19 cm
À3
for a semi-filled IB (Ref. 20) . Moreover, ab-initio calculations predict that interstitial Ti might form a semi-filled IB in Si if the impurity concentration is high enough. 21 Regarding the experimental procedures to obtain IB materials, ion implantation is the most effective technique to lodge impurities in the semiconductor lattice. The implantation is usually followed by a thermal annealing process to recover the crystalline structure. Due to the fact that deep level impurities usually have a very low solid solubility limit, 22 reaching the Mott limit in a high crystal quality lattice seems to be a difficult task. Although rapid thermal annealing might improve the solubility of impurities, 23 pulsed-laser melting (PLM) annealing has proved to be a more suitable technique to overcome the Mott limit and to obtain supersaturated Si structures with good lattice quality. 12, 17 Moreover, PLM has been also used to form IB materials based on the highly mismatched alloys approach. 3, 4, 24 In the PLM process, a surface layer of the sample is melted and then solidified by liquid-phase epitaxy, producing an intense solute trapping that could overcome the equilibrium solid solubility limit. A single-crystal layer with high lattice quality can be obtained by adjusting the parameters of the annealing process. 17, 25, 26 The thickness of the melted layer during the PLM depends not only on the parameters of the annealing, but also on the degree of crystallinity of the layer after the implantation process. 27 With the combination of ion implantation and PLM, single-crystal Si implanted with Ti concentration over the Mott limit have been achieved. 17 Moreover, Ti impurities are mostly located at interstitial positions, and as it has been suggested by theoretical calculations, this is the adequate position to form a metallic IB (Ref. 21) . As a result, the formation of an IB has been demonstrated by the characterization of the electronic transport properties 15, 16, 18 and the optical absorption coefficient at energies below the bandgap. 28 However, being the absorption coefficient extremely high, the very thin layers produced up to date would not absorb most of the incident light. In order to fabricate a highly efficient IB solar cell thicker layers have to be fabricated. The results contained in this paper will help to optimize the fabrication parameters.
In order to verify the suitability of ion implantation followed by a PLM process to obtain an impurity concentration over the Mott limit, and therefore to form an IB, measurement of the thickness of the supersaturated layer and the shape of the impurity profile is required. For this task, timeof-flight secondary ion mass spectroscopy (ToF-SIMS) is a unique tool. 29 Additionally, a correlation between the crystal quality of the resulting layers and the fabrication parameters is extremely important in order to optimize the ion implantation and PLM processes. To achieve this task, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is used.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
Si samples with (111) 2 homogenously annealed area per shot. In order to irradiate the entire area of the sample, overlapped annealing steps were performed, with an overlap less than 10 microns long per step.
Ti depth profiles in the Si lattice were obtained by ToF-SIMS measurements carried out with a TOF_SIMS IV equipment manufactured by ION-TOF (Germany), using a 25 keV pulsed Ga þ ion beam at 45 incidence and O 2 flow. The secondary ions generated were extracted with a 10 keV voltage and their time of flight from the sample to the detector was measured in a reflection mass spectrometer.
Cross sectional TEM images of the samples PLM annealed at 0.8 J/cm 2 were obtained by a JEOL JEM-2000FX microscopy working at 200 keV. Figure 1 shows the Ti depth profiles obtained by ToF-SIMS after the PLM process for different laser energy densities and implantation doses. The Ti concentration surpasses the theoretical Mott limit 20 for all the analyzed conditions. Nevertheless, the thickness of the layer in which this limit is exceeded is strongly dependent on the fabrication parameters. To obtain thicker layers co-implantation processes with increasing energies should be performed. The influence of lattice quality and the formation of secondary phases, which are essential characteristics in the designing of an IB material, have been reported elsewhere. 17 Moreover, from
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (in random and channeling configuration), it has been pointed out that PLM annealing results in Ti occupying mostly interstitial locations in the Si lattice, 16 as it is required for IB formation in Si (Ref. 21) .
The PLM process can be described by two different stages. 26, 30 In the first stage, a superficial layer of the sample is melted. The impurities within this layer tend to spread homogeneously in the melted region, as the diffusion coefficients and the solubility limit are orders of magnitude higher than in the solid phase. A box-shaped profile of impurities is therefore obtained. As a consequence of this box-shaped effect, the tail in the impurity profile becomes very sharp and abrupt. This is an interesting result for IB materials, as the impurity concentration below the Mott limit in the tail could deteriorate the IB solar cell performance by increasing the Shockley-Read-Hall recombination and thus decreasing the lifetime of carriers in the device. 19, 20 This box-shaped profile can be clearly observed in Fig. 1(d) . The Ti concentration drops about three orders of magnitude in just about 50 nm, which is an extremely abrupt profile. Additionally, as the energy density of the PLM annealing increases, the thickness of the melted layer grows, and consequently the height of the box-shaped profile decreases [see Fig. 1(d) ]. 12, 25, 31 In the second stage, the melted layer begins to solidify, and the melted front moves forward from the non-melted edge of the substrate to the surface, pushing the impurities in the process. In this stage the thickness of the impurity profile tends to decrease because of the pushing effect. Regarding the impurity concentration, a snow-plow effect takes place, causing an increase of the height of the profile near the surface due to the accumulation of impurities [see Fig. 1(a) maximum of the impurity profile. The resulting shape of the impurity profile depends mostly on the parameters of the annealing, such as wavelength, energy density and pulse duration, 26 and on the degree of crystallinity after the implantation process. 27 This degree of crystallinity is determined mainly by the element implanted, and by the energy and dose of the implantation.
The maximum Ti concentration for all the samples is obtained directly from the profiles in Fig. 1 and it is plotted in Fig. 2 as a function of the implantation dose for all the energy densities used in the annealing processes. As expected, the maximum of the profiles increases as the implanted dose is raised. However, a not so obvious trend related to the competing effects during annealing is also observed. For low implanted doses the peak is higher for higher energy densities, while for high doses the peak is higher for low energy densities. It seems that the box-shaped effect is stronger at high doses while the snow-plow effect dominates at low doses. The crossover between both trends is found for the dose of 5Â10 15 cm À2 . For this dose all the profiles have roughly the same maximum concentration.
The depth of the melted layer can be determined from direct observation of the profiles for some process conditions. For example, it is reasonably clear that the melted depth of the sample implanted with a dose of 10 15 cm À2 and annealed with an energy density of 0.8 J/cm 2 is at the valley at 45 nm [see Fig. 1(a) ]. This valley indicates the beginning of the solidifying front, and the layer beyond this valley would have been only heated but not melted. However, this direct observation of the melted depth is not always possible. On the other hand, the thickness of the layer in which the Mott limit has been surpassed can be easily extracted from the profiles shown in Fig. 1 . Since the PLM annealing produces a very abrupt impurity profile, this thickness should be very close to the thickness of the melted layer for samples where most of the implanted layer has been melted.
The thickness of the layer in which the Mott limit has been exceeded is shown in Fig. 3 as a function of the energy density of the annealing for all the implanted doses. For low doses the thickness tends to decrease as the energy density of the annealing increases. This is caused by the snow-plow effect. On the contrary, for the highest dose, the thickness increases when the energy density of the annealing rises. This can be explained by the box-shaped effect. In this case the crossover is at the dose of 10 16 cm
À2
. For this dose the thickness of the layer is almost constant regardless of the energy density of the annealing. In conclusion, the study on the melted layer thickness also shows the behavior of the different effects of the two stages taking place during the annealing.
Apart from the parameters of the annealing, the most likely cause of the variation of the peak concentration and the thickness of the melted layer, regarding the box-shaped effect and the snow-plow effect, is the degree of crystalline quality in the layer. This degree can be directly related to the dose of implantation, for a given implanted element implanted and energy of implantation. As the dose is increased, the damage to the lattice turns out to be higher and deeper, and thus the melted region is thicker 27 for a given PLM process. In this case, the box-shaped effect dominates, causing a decrease of the impurity profile peak [see Fig. 1(d) ]. On the other hand, for low doses, the minimum required energy density for melting a certain thickness would be higher. Therefore, the melted layer would be thinner, and the decrease of the peak related to the box-shaped effect would be less significant. The snow-plow effect dominates, causing the peak to rise as shown in Fig. 1(a) .
The PLM process has also an explosive behavior 32 because the two stages take place in a very short period of time. 33 As a result, the snow-plow effect tends to expel a certain quantity of the implanted impurities out of the sample through the surface. The expelled Ti after the PLM annealing can be easily calculated by integrating the area below the ToF-SIMS profile and relating the result to the implanted dose. The remaining Ti concentration percentage after annealing is plotted in Fig. 4 as a function of the PLM energy density for all the profiles shown in Fig. 1 . For the samples PLM annealed with an energy density of 0.2 J/cm 2 the Ti loss is negligible, so the remaining Ti concentration for these samples has been used as a reference. It has been reported that this energy density is close to the minimum required energy density to melt the surface of an amorphous layer. 27 If the melting does not actually take place, the snow-plow effect would not appear. Intuitively, the remaining Ti decreases as the energy density of the annealing increases, since the duration of the melting is longer. 33 For 0.8 J/cm 2 the remaining Ti after the annealing is in the 52.7 -81.8% range, depending on the implanted dose. However, even though the Ti loss is high, the remaining concentration is still over the Mott limit. Finally, from the trends presented in Fig.  4 , it is concluded that the highest remaining Ti concentration percentage is obtained for an implantation dose of 10
, for all the analyzed energy densities. As previously discussed concerning the results shown in Fig. 3 , for this dose the box-shaped and the snow plow effects are almost compensated, producing a constant thickness. In this case, this equilibrium seems to generate the lowest Ti loss.
The crystalline quality of the implanted layers after the PLM process can be correlated to the depth profile of the Ti impurities by comparing the TEM images and the ToF-SIMS profiles of the samples. This is shown in Fig. 5 for all the implantation doses used for the samples PLM annealed at 0.8 J/ cm and 5x10 15 cm À2 doses have a columnar structure. As the implantation dose is reduced the thickness of the defective layer decreases. An almost perfect recovery of the crystalline structure is achieved for the sample implanted with the lowest dose (10 15 cm
).
The most probable reason for the formation of these defective layers is the extremely high density of Ti impurities implanted. This high concentration of impurities might introduce an enormous stress in the lattice, and as a result, a good reconstruction is a difficult task. The Ti concentration at the limit of the defective layer is around 2Â10 21 , some defects have been found by high resolution TEM in the area surrounding the peak close to the surface, which has a Ti concentration slightly over 8Â10 20 cm À3 (Ref. 17) , even though the image presented in Fig. 5 shows no evidence of defects. In conclusion, from the analysis of both TEM and ToF-SIMS data shown in Fig. 5 , there seems to be a practical limit for the Ti concentration, close to 10 21 cm
À3
, over which the recovery of the crystal lattice by means of PLM annealing might be difficult to achieve. For the KrF excimer laser used, the energy density of 0.8 J/cm 2 is high enough to melt the whole implanted layer. 27 Therefore, this result is not related to an incomplete melting of the implanted layer that could produce a PLM solidifying sub-process starting from a low structural quality seed. 25, 26 In the case of the lowest implanted dose (10 15 cm
À2
), the implanted layer has a lower amorphous degree. Therefore, the thickness of the melted layer is lower resulting in the observed dip at about 50 nm from the surface in the Ti concentration profile. The absence of this dip in the other samples is a proof of the complete melting of the implanted layer.
The incomplete crystal lattice recovery observed for the samples implanted with the highest doses is probably produced by a breakdown in the interface recrystallization during the layer by layer solidifying process. 34 If the impurity concentration surpasses certain quantity, the interface becomes unstable and the produced layer contains a high density of defects. The main reason for this instability is the accumulation of impurities at the solid-liquid interface during the recrystallization process because of the snow-plow effect. If the breakdown concentration is exceeded, this produces an undercooling of the liquid ahead of the interface and causes the front to be unstable. Moreover, if the interface is not completely planar, impurities tend to segregate to certain locations, and a columnar shape might be produced, being the columns wrapped by a high concentration of impurities. This columnar shape is shown in Figs. 5(b) and 5(c).
However, the concentration of impurities segregating from the interface to the liquid phase might be reduced by increasing the regrowth velocity (reducing the duration of the laser pulse, for example) and thus improving the solute trapping effect. This would stabilize the recrystallization front as there would be less time for the diffusion of the impurities. In this way, good quality layers with higher impurity concentration might be produced. Nevertheless, there still exists a practical limit for the regrowth velocity over which amorphous layers are produced. 35 If the solidifying velocity is increased over this limit, atoms do not have enough time to rearrange, and an ordered lattice is not formed. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The study of the effects of PLM annealing on the shape of the impurity profile is essential for the research on IB materials based on deep levels introduced by ion implantation. In this paper we have studied these effects with a promising candidate for IB solar cells: Si implanted with high Ti doses. In the melting stage of the annealing, the box-shaped effect produces an abrupt profile. The thickness of the implanted layer tends to increase when the energy density of the annealing is raised, while the maximum peak concentration decreases. In the solidifying stage, a snow-plow effect is observed, and the impurities are pushed through the surface of the sample, decreasing the thickness of the layer and increasing the maximum peak concentration as the energy density of the annealing goes up. The snow-plow effect is also the origin of the loss of Ti by the surface in the explosive crystallization process. The amorphous degree of the layer after implantation, and ultimately the implantation dose, seems to be the decisive parameter that controls the relative strength of these two competitive effects. Finally, the formation of defective layers after PLM annealing has been analyzed by means of TEM and ToF-SIMS analysis, yielding a Ti breakdown concentration around 10 21 cm À3 for the annealing conditions used. A Si implanted layer with a Ti concentracion below this limit can be epitaxially recrystalized with a high lattice quality, while a defective solidified layer is obtained when the breakdown concentration is surpassed. 
